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Ebook Tops #1 BESTSELLERThis real-life respiratory fairytale illustrates how we relate to our
breathing can either kill us or fulfill us. When Natazha transformed her suicidal breathing habits,
she stopped suffocating and sabotaging herself, and began loving herself. This enabled her to
recover from trauma and reconcile with her Mom. The morale of her story is we all have the
power to save ourselves with our breath. This book will help you befriend your breath and learn
how to:•Hold yourself together with your breath instead of hold your breath when you’re
stressed•Reach for your breath instead of your vices in times of trouble and need•Through your
respiration, ripen rather than rot as you age•Relate to your breath to improve all your
relationships.•Express yourself with your breath-based voice and feelings•Work out instead of
wear out your body as you exercise

This is an amazing, powerful, and well-written book about a subject that I never knew
existed, but that captivated me from the get-go. I learned things about breathing that I will
incorporate in my own life -- and that will stick with me for the rest of it. The writing is completely
honest and touching, especially in the portions of the manuscript that relate to childhood abuse
and challenging family dynamics.- Bill Worth is an editor, a writer of fiction and non-fiction, and a
retired Unity minister.This book is a touching, honest and deeply personal labor of
love. Natazha, through her moving letters, bares her soul and shares her experiences, insight
and - in a rather unique way - integrates wisdom across vastly different philosophical, cultural,
scientific and religious traditions to share with us her own path to reintegrating herself. By
sharing her own path to emotional and spiritual health she provides both an inspiration and
suggests a path to healing for all of us who still have emotional wounds to heal: explore, look
inside, find people worthy of your trust to share your pain with and - don't forget to breathe!
~ Igor Mitrovic, MD, Professor of Physiology, UCSFNo stranger to dysfunctional relationship
(especially with my mother), books and therapy typically left me with more shame and people
pleasing. In Rescued by my Breath, Dr. O'Connor invites us to stop poisoning ourselves with
stress, unhealthy habits, and lack of boundaries with her Lifestyle
Medicine practices. Medicating with our breath, we are courageous enough to trust ourselves
and have fulfilling and meaningful lives. This unique book inspires wisdom and support to forgive
- regardless of the relationship outcome. ~ Dusty Meehan, CEO of Choice Digital Marketing
AgencyAbout the AuthorAs an ambassador of breathing and doctor of physical therapy, Natazha
Raine O'Connor empowers people to breathe fully to handle life's problems with greater grace
and joy. She's synthesized 30 years of practicing and teaching meditation, yoga, Pilates, and
sports conditioning into her lifestyle medicine practice. She trains people to improve their
breathing, postural and movement habits to enhance their well being. She's helped thousands of



clients fulfill goals ranging from aging well, healing and preventing injuries, excelling at sports,
and enjoying life more fully. Natazha's favorite exercise partner is the frigid San Francisco Bay
where she rows and swims. This sea demands she raises her consciousness by minding her
breath to safely navigate its notoriously unpredictable, strong currents. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Praise for Rescued by My BreathThis is an amazing, powerful, and well-written book about a
subject that I never knew existed, but that captivated me from the get-go. I learned things about
breathing that I will incorporate in my own life – and that will stick with me for the rest of it. The
writing is completely honest and touching, especially in the portions of the manuscript that relate
to childhood abuse and challenging family dynamics.- Bill Worth is an editor, a writer of fiction
and non-fiction, and a retired Unity minister.This book is a touching, honest and deeply personal
labor of love. Natazha, through her moving letters, bares her soul and shares her experiences,
insight and - in a rather unique way – integrates wisdom across vastly different philosophical,
cultural, scientific and religious traditions to share with us her own path to reintegrating herself.
By sharing her own path to emotional and spiritual health she provides both an inspiration and
suggests a path to healing for all of us who still have emotional wounds to heal: explore, look
inside, find people worthy of your trust to share your pain with and - don’t forget to breathe!- Igor
Mitrovic, MD, Professor of Physiology, UCSFNo stranger to dysfunctional relationship (especially
with my mother), books and therapy typically left me with more shame and people pleasing. In
Rescued by my Breath, Dr. O’Connor invites us to stop poisoning ourselves with stress,
unhealthy habits, and lack of boundaries with her Lifestyle Medicine practices. Medicating with
our breath, we are courageous enough to trust ourselves and have fulfilling and meaningful lives.
This unique book inspires wisdom and support to forgive – regardless of the relationship
outcome.- Dusty Meehan, CEO of Choice Digital Marketing AgencyDr. Natazha Raine O’Connor
offers us a heartfelt and intimate tale of healing and integration in coming home to her whole self.
She writes her life story with much honesty, courage and many interwoven insights of the
importance of our breath for health, living fully and relating. Her dedication to her personal
growth will be an inspiration to many on the path of healing.- Mireya A. Marcet, MFT Expressive
Arts Therapist and Holotropic Breathwork Facilitator
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This book is dedicated to my Mom, who taught me to never take my breath for granted.May we
bless the distance within and between us with each exhale we take.May we deepen our
connection and affection for Source with each inhale we take.May we be at one with ourselves
with each breath we take.May we never take our breath for granted.May we breathe with joy and
ease for the rest of our lives.
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IntroductionI’m incredibly grateful I grew back my exuberant belly laugh that gets everyone else
in the room laughing too. That breath-based expression of sheer joy demonstrates I released my
Irish brand of shame carried down for eons from one generation to the next. I now feel safe to
openly love myself and shine brightly, thanks to everyone who inspired me to breathe through
my pain instead of hold onto it. Taught me to hold myself together with my breath instead of hold
my breath. No one, including me, could ever see that invisible shift in my respiration, but I
absolutely see how it dramatically changed the trajectory of my life. Transported me from hell to
heaven on the inside. Allowed me to live happily ever after with my Prince Charming, my
husband Bob.My Mom’s recent death allowed me to finally bond with her and achieve the
miraculous. Ironically we truly began breathing together after she stopped breathing. My mom
struggled to breathe due to allergies, asthma, emphysema, lung cancer, but most of all shame.



On many levels she didn’t feel worthy of breathing, and I inherited her intense shame. Her
respiratory struggles were both a curse and blessing. Taught me never to take my breath for
granted. Made me receptive to breath-based solutions and inspired me to write a book on
breathing. I failed miserably the first time I attempted to write this book in 2003; but this time, with
my Mom’s spiritual assistance, I succeeded. Better yet, something monumental shifted inside of
me: I faced and released the seemingly insurmountable shame that has haunted my ancestors
and family.Growing up in an Irish clan on Long Island, and marrying into one in San Francisco, I
have no idea why Irish Americans ever say, “Have you no shame?” To me, the Irish are burdened
with excessive shame. Our culture is insidiously polluted by a sense of disgrace and self-
deprecation that resembles an Eckhart Tolle cultural pain body brewed to sinister perfection
during 700 years of oppression and occupation of Ireland. Please don’t get me wrong: I’m not
saying the Irish have a monopoly on shame. Just as most cultures have their own style of beer,
they also have their own style of shame. However, the Irish are known for drinking more than
their fair share of Guinness. I’m familiar with the Irish version of disgrace and self-doubt, but
suspect what I say about the relationship between breathing, shame, and boundaries holds true
across most cultures.The Irish gained their independence nearly a century ago, and my family
lived by the Irish clan mentality that astonishingly saved Irish civilization. Writing this book, I
became painfully aware of the menacing side of that mentality; it fosters a debilitating shame
that kept my family enslaved in a poverty mindset. My own version of it ransacked my joy, sanity,
sexuality, and boundaries. The Irish saved their society by adopting enmeshment and self-
sacrifice as their basic bylaws. Those tenets spawn shame by inhibiting you from setting healthy
boundaries, and that’s a setup for shame. One must think and feel as an individual to keep out
the negative, including shame, and hold in the positive, including healthy self-esteem.Akin to a
family mob mentality, enmeshment became my emotional and mental operating system. It
trained me to think and feel with my family’s head and heart instead of my own head and heart.
Without my own unique thoughts and feelings to inform my boundaries, I became hopelessly
entangled with my siblings and unable to distinguish my own feelings from others inside and
outside of my home. That made me incredibly vulnerable to the whims and fancies of
others.Enmeshment reinforced childhood messages to live as a sacrificial lamb. My sole
purpose was to support the group: breathe for the group instead of with the group. It’s downright
selfish to refuse to take a hit for the team and act on my own behalf. I was expendable; at any
point I could be sacrificed for the sake of the group, to the Church or any other worthy cause.
The Irish lifestyle was harsh; one child often stayed home to take care of utterly worn-out parents
even before they reached old age. Irish Catholic families also sacrificed children to the Church.
Their oldest sons became priests and a daughter or two entered the convent. The Church
sacrifice somehow morphed into the evil sacrifice of sons and daughters to pedophiles in the
Church. Thank God, Catholics all over the world are putting an end to this wicked abomination of
their religion.Being the fifth child of an Irish Catholic family of 12 kids, growing up I yearned for
some breathing space. Felt suffocated by the lack of room and permission to breathe at my own



pace. Was raised in poverty by mentally ill parents. At four years old, my Mom was
institutionalized for a little over a year. Growing up, I experienced my Dad suffering from
depression on and off, and several bouts of catatonic depression after I left home. We lived on
his humble, high school teacher salary. Not once, not twice, but at least three times, the IRS
audited my parents; it just couldn’t believe a family our size could live on my Dad’s salary. They
were convinced my parents were cheating on their taxes because folks on welfare would have
received more money than us.When I was born in July 1962, my parents moved into our Long
Island home. I survived my childhood physically intact, but was emotionally and psychologically
crippled. I lacked boundaries, as I had learned to hold my breath instead of hold my space.
Nonetheless, I earned a full scholarship to Grinnell College, a prestigious liberal arts college and
graduated with honors. In 1984 I moved to San Francisco with my college sweetheart, Bill. Back
then, on paper I was sound and fit as a fiddle, but in reality was anything but sound and fit. I
smoked 2 to 3 packs of cigarettes a day, a habit I began at age 11. Was well on my way to having
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) and lung cancer, just like my Mom.I had
survived my childhood traumas and poverty by splitting into Bunny and Bernadette personalities.
Bunny rebelled against the clan mentality, whereas Bernadette wholeheartedly embraced it. A
bitter civil war raged within me, ruining any chance of an intimate relationship or satisfying
career. Bunny hated my “Bernadette” boyfriends and vice versa. Bunny chose bad boys whereas
Bernadette preferred pillars of society. Lacking boundaries, I couldn’t even imagine being fully
present and intimate in any relationship, so I simultaneously dated “Bunny” and “Bernadette”
boyfriends. All the while hated myself for lying, cheating and engaging in unsafe, promiscuous
sex at the height of the AIDS and herpes epidemic. The same conflict poisoned my career and
sentenced me to a life of poverty. Bunny aspired to be an actress whereas Bernadette saw
herself saving the world as a public servant. Each sub-personality sabotaged the career pursuits
of the other. I was diagnosed with Dissociative Identity Disorder, DID, along with depression,
anxiety, and a host of debilitating phobias of rats, parking meters, enclosed parking lots, driving,
and traveling alone. Breath holding sounds like a fairly benign bad habit, but in my case I held
my breath with such a sinister consistency that it fueled my mental illness. Kept me insanely
dissociated from my feelings.The ugly legacy of sacrificing kids to pedophiles in the church
played out in my own family. Given I was so enmeshed with my siblings, having any of them
sexually abused by members of the Church left me feeling sexually assaulted, too. And, once
again reinforced the message that my siblings and me were unworthy, expendable beings here
to be sacrificed for the needs of others. In 1988, I openly attacked both my parents for not
defending their kids from pedophiles in the church on an audiotape I titled my “Declaration Of
Independence.” By that point I had lived in San Francisco for four years, and had quit smoking
for more than a year. I stood up for myself by lashing out against our dysfunctional family system.
My mom and siblings ostracized me for trying to reform our family. Only my Dad contacted me
during the five, long years that I waged my Cold War against my Mom. He provided the loving
bridge back to my family in 1993. In this book, I detail the account of my breath-based



reconciliation with my Mom, healing my mental illness through meditation instead of medication,
and setting healthy breath-based boundaries.Moving to my breath-based sanctuary – San
Francisco in 1984 – literally saved my life, truly the most perfect place in the whole wide world to
heal my emotional and psychological traumas through the often-overlooked art of breathing:
meditation, aerobic exercise (running, hiking, biking, open-water swimming, rowing, snow-
boarding), talk-out-your-feelings psychotherapy, Holotropic Breath Work, singing, expressive art
therapy, and a tolerant social climate that gave me the breathing room I desperately needed. It
was ground zero for second-hand-smoke laws that helped me stop smoking. And, my husband
Bob and his clan call San Francisco their home. Bob and his relatives always have my back,
enabling me to breathe more easily.Even after years of breath-based recovery, my internalized
Irish Clan mentality still wreaked havoc on my marriage. I felt an inconsolable sorrow around not
having kids. Bob lives for his family. Truly means it when he says, “If you’re happy, I’m happy. If
you’re unhappy, I’m unhappy.” My heartbreak made him feel like a failure. Bob met me as a
content yoga and Pilates instructor who became depressed when we learned we couldn’t have
kids. He began wondering if I married him only to have kids. I began wondering if he told me he
wanted kids to trick me into marrying him. Unbeknownst to me at the time, my bottomless grief
was linked to feeling defective for not contributing my quota of kids to the Irish cause. John
Bradshaw, a pioneer in healing shame, taught if a feeling is overwhelming, then you’re probably
carrying someone else’s feeling. On top of my own feelings, I’d been carrying an outdated Irish
clan perspective about our infertility. That insight freed me to shake off “all” my grief and laugh
freely again.Writing this book helped me examine very closely another detail of our infertility
odyssey. We hired Brad, a fertility specialist from New Zealand. After examining me, Brad said,
“I’m not finding anything wrong with you, Natazha. But, I sense something incredibly subtle is off
and it’s having profound effects, even on your fertility.” A decade later I’m now convinced Brad
was referring to my lack of boundaries that can make any relationship, especially parenting and
marriage, an absolute nightmare.I attempted many times to set healthy boundaries all
throughout my recovery, but was unsuccessful. A huge blow-up with a dishonest life coach
finally got me to read Boundaries by Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. John Townsend on December 16,
2016. And, listen to an audio recording of that book every day for the last two weeks of
December 2016. My Mom’s spirit guided me to pick up that book at her home on April 23, 2016,
but I never read it until last December. Reading it transformed my life, and I gave myself the gift
of healthy boundaries for Christmas 2016. Bob and other loved ones almost immediately noticed
me beaming with joy even though they had no idea I had changed my invisible, very subtle, yet
extremely profound boundaries.Turns out I never had a problem setting boundaries, but rather a
problem with shame and holding my breath to avoid feeling my shame-based emotions. All
along, I could easily set boundaries on behalf of others. But I felt incredibly unworthy to set
boundaries on my own behalf. Last summer, I released an ocean of shame with long purposeful
exhales as I struggled to write this book. That’s what finally empowered me to set boundaries on
my own behalf. Makes sense that my breathing rescued me from my shame; Brené Brown, an



expert on shame, speaks about the importance of minding your breathing in her book, Rising
Strong.Last summer, writing this book, I suffered from paralyzing emotional pain. Shame
clobbered me each and every time I sat down to write. Who was I to abandon the clan and
unleash my unique point of view on paper for the world to read? Who was I to feel worthy of
publishing a book? I also struggled with these questions: When is self-sacrifice a thinly
disguised form of shame corrupting my soul with an indelible sense of unworthiness, and when
is it an all-encompassing self-love that extends beyond myself to everyone and thing in the
universe to a cause worth dying for? How do I know when I’m sacrificing myself for the group out
of self-love versus self-loathing?Instead of writing my book, I spent the summer writing letters to
my mom asking for her guidance. And, more often than not, I just sat and prayed to her through
my breath, and sobbed as shame seeped out of my soul. Exhaled from my psyche questions to
my Mom. Received her wisdom by inhaling deeply into my heart and gut. Most of the time, I
never received an answer in words, but rather a sweet, serene being state that taught me to
mind my breath; check my gut, heart, and brain each and every time I wanted to sacrifice myself
for the group. Sometimes I’ll act out of hate. Sometimes I’ll act out of love. Only listening to my
breath will reveal the difference.I eventually wrote letters to my Mom clarifying my perspectives
on the virtues and mechanics of breathing. Then the day came when I needed to hand in pages
of my book to my writing group. Had nothing but my letters to my Mom, so I handed in some
letters. And was pleasantly surprised when my fellow writers enjoyed my letter format. That’s
when I decided to format my book as letters to my Mom. Reading these letters in order reveals
the story about my breath-based reconciliation with my Mom. You’re also invited to choose
letters that pique your interest and read them in a random order.Looking back over my life, I now
realize I could have spared my loved ones and myself an inordinate amount of suffering had I
learned to set boundaries sooner. Boundaries require the courage to breathe through my agony.
Hold myself together by breathing instead of hold my breath to numb my pain. All my problems
stemmed from or at the very least were aggravated by my lack of boundaries. I now see my
dissociative identity disorder, addictions, severe breath holding, and my 3,000-mile move away
from my family as poor substitutes for boundaries that I discuss in my book.

IntroductionI’m incredibly grateful I grew back my exuberant belly laugh that gets everyone else
in the room laughing too. That breath-based expression of sheer joy demonstrates I released my
Irish brand of shame carried down for eons from one generation to the next. I now feel safe to
openly love myself and shine brightly, thanks to everyone who inspired me to breathe through
my pain instead of hold onto it. Taught me to hold myself together with my breath instead of hold
my breath. No one, including me, could ever see that invisible shift in my respiration, but I
absolutely see how it dramatically changed the trajectory of my life. Transported me from hell to
heaven on the inside. Allowed me to live happily ever after with my Prince Charming, my
husband Bob.My Mom’s recent death allowed me to finally bond with her and achieve the
miraculous. Ironically we truly began breathing together after she stopped breathing. My mom



struggled to breathe due to allergies, asthma, emphysema, lung cancer, but most of all shame.
On many levels she didn’t feel worthy of breathing, and I inherited her intense shame. Her
respiratory struggles were both a curse and blessing. Taught me never to take my breath for
granted. Made me receptive to breath-based solutions and inspired me to write a book on
breathing. I failed miserably the first time I attempted to write this book in 2003; but this time, with
my Mom’s spiritual assistance, I succeeded. Better yet, something monumental shifted inside of
me: I faced and released the seemingly insurmountable shame that has haunted my ancestors
and family.Growing up in an Irish clan on Long Island, and marrying into one in San Francisco, I
have no idea why Irish Americans ever say, “Have you no shame?” To me, the Irish are burdened
with excessive shame. Our culture is insidiously polluted by a sense of disgrace and self-
deprecation that resembles an Eckhart Tolle cultural pain body brewed to sinister perfection
during 700 years of oppression and occupation of Ireland. Please don’t get me wrong: I’m not
saying the Irish have a monopoly on shame. Just as most cultures have their own style of beer,
they also have their own style of shame. However, the Irish are known for drinking more than
their fair share of Guinness. I’m familiar with the Irish version of disgrace and self-doubt, but
suspect what I say about the relationship between breathing, shame, and boundaries holds true
across most cultures.The Irish gained their independence nearly a century ago, and my family
lived by the Irish clan mentality that astonishingly saved Irish civilization. Writing this book, I
became painfully aware of the menacing side of that mentality; it fosters a debilitating shame
that kept my family enslaved in a poverty mindset. My own version of it ransacked my joy, sanity,
sexuality, and boundaries. The Irish saved their society by adopting enmeshment and self-
sacrifice as their basic bylaws. Those tenets spawn shame by inhibiting you from setting healthy
boundaries, and that’s a setup for shame. One must think and feel as an individual to keep out
the negative, including shame, and hold in the positive, including healthy self-esteem.Akin to a
family mob mentality, enmeshment became my emotional and mental operating system. It
trained me to think and feel with my family’s head and heart instead of my own head and heart.
Without my own unique thoughts and feelings to inform my boundaries, I became hopelessly
entangled with my siblings and unable to distinguish my own feelings from others inside and
outside of my home. That made me incredibly vulnerable to the whims and fancies of
others.Enmeshment reinforced childhood messages to live as a sacrificial lamb. My sole
purpose was to support the group: breathe for the group instead of with the group. It’s downright
selfish to refuse to take a hit for the team and act on my own behalf. I was expendable; at any
point I could be sacrificed for the sake of the group, to the Church or any other worthy cause.
The Irish lifestyle was harsh; one child often stayed home to take care of utterly worn-out parents
even before they reached old age. Irish Catholic families also sacrificed children to the Church.
Their oldest sons became priests and a daughter or two entered the convent. The Church
sacrifice somehow morphed into the evil sacrifice of sons and daughters to pedophiles in the
Church. Thank God, Catholics all over the world are putting an end to this wicked abomination of
their religion.Being the fifth child of an Irish Catholic family of 12 kids, growing up I yearned for



some breathing space. Felt suffocated by the lack of room and permission to breathe at my own
pace. Was raised in poverty by mentally ill parents. At four years old, my Mom was
institutionalized for a little over a year. Growing up, I experienced my Dad suffering from
depression on and off, and several bouts of catatonic depression after I left home. We lived on
his humble, high school teacher salary. Not once, not twice, but at least three times, the IRS
audited my parents; it just couldn’t believe a family our size could live on my Dad’s salary. They
were convinced my parents were cheating on their taxes because folks on welfare would have
received more money than us.When I was born in July 1962, my parents moved into our Long
Island home. I survived my childhood physically intact, but was emotionally and psychologically
crippled. I lacked boundaries, as I had learned to hold my breath instead of hold my space.
Nonetheless, I earned a full scholarship to Grinnell College, a prestigious liberal arts college and
graduated with honors. In 1984 I moved to San Francisco with my college sweetheart, Bill. Back
then, on paper I was sound and fit as a fiddle, but in reality was anything but sound and fit. I
smoked 2 to 3 packs of cigarettes a day, a habit I began at age 11. Was well on my way to having
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) and lung cancer, just like my Mom.I had
survived my childhood traumas and poverty by splitting into Bunny and Bernadette personalities.
Bunny rebelled against the clan mentality, whereas Bernadette wholeheartedly embraced it. A
bitter civil war raged within me, ruining any chance of an intimate relationship or satisfying
career. Bunny hated my “Bernadette” boyfriends and vice versa. Bunny chose bad boys whereas
Bernadette preferred pillars of society. Lacking boundaries, I couldn’t even imagine being fully
present and intimate in any relationship, so I simultaneously dated “Bunny” and “Bernadette”
boyfriends. All the while hated myself for lying, cheating and engaging in unsafe, promiscuous
sex at the height of the AIDS and herpes epidemic. The same conflict poisoned my career and
sentenced me to a life of poverty. Bunny aspired to be an actress whereas Bernadette saw
herself saving the world as a public servant. Each sub-personality sabotaged the career pursuits
of the other. I was diagnosed with Dissociative Identity Disorder, DID, along with depression,
anxiety, and a host of debilitating phobias of rats, parking meters, enclosed parking lots, driving,
and traveling alone. Breath holding sounds like a fairly benign bad habit, but in my case I held
my breath with such a sinister consistency that it fueled my mental illness. Kept me insanely
dissociated from my feelings.The ugly legacy of sacrificing kids to pedophiles in the church
played out in my own family. Given I was so enmeshed with my siblings, having any of them
sexually abused by members of the Church left me feeling sexually assaulted, too. And, once
again reinforced the message that my siblings and me were unworthy, expendable beings here
to be sacrificed for the needs of others. In 1988, I openly attacked both my parents for not
defending their kids from pedophiles in the church on an audiotape I titled my “Declaration Of
Independence.” By that point I had lived in San Francisco for four years, and had quit smoking
for more than a year. I stood up for myself by lashing out against our dysfunctional family system.
My mom and siblings ostracized me for trying to reform our family. Only my Dad contacted me
during the five, long years that I waged my Cold War against my Mom. He provided the loving



bridge back to my family in 1993. In this book, I detail the account of my breath-based
reconciliation with my Mom, healing my mental illness through meditation instead of medication,
and setting healthy breath-based boundaries.Moving to my breath-based sanctuary – San
Francisco in 1984 – literally saved my life, truly the most perfect place in the whole wide world to
heal my emotional and psychological traumas through the often-overlooked art of breathing:
meditation, aerobic exercise (running, hiking, biking, open-water swimming, rowing, snow-
boarding), talk-out-your-feelings psychotherapy, Holotropic Breath Work, singing, expressive art
therapy, and a tolerant social climate that gave me the breathing room I desperately needed. It
was ground zero for second-hand-smoke laws that helped me stop smoking. And, my husband
Bob and his clan call San Francisco their home. Bob and his relatives always have my back,
enabling me to breathe more easily.Even after years of breath-based recovery, my internalized
Irish Clan mentality still wreaked havoc on my marriage. I felt an inconsolable sorrow around not
having kids. Bob lives for his family. Truly means it when he says, “If you’re happy, I’m happy. If
you’re unhappy, I’m unhappy.” My heartbreak made him feel like a failure. Bob met me as a
content yoga and Pilates instructor who became depressed when we learned we couldn’t have
kids. He began wondering if I married him only to have kids. I began wondering if he told me he
wanted kids to trick me into marrying him. Unbeknownst to me at the time, my bottomless grief
was linked to feeling defective for not contributing my quota of kids to the Irish cause. John
Bradshaw, a pioneer in healing shame, taught if a feeling is overwhelming, then you’re probably
carrying someone else’s feeling. On top of my own feelings, I’d been carrying an outdated Irish
clan perspective about our infertility. That insight freed me to shake off “all” my grief and laugh
freely again.Writing this book helped me examine very closely another detail of our infertility
odyssey. We hired Brad, a fertility specialist from New Zealand. After examining me, Brad said,
“I’m not finding anything wrong with you, Natazha. But, I sense something incredibly subtle is off
and it’s having profound effects, even on your fertility.” A decade later I’m now convinced Brad
was referring to my lack of boundaries that can make any relationship, especially parenting and
marriage, an absolute nightmare.I attempted many times to set healthy boundaries all
throughout my recovery, but was unsuccessful. A huge blow-up with a dishonest life coach
finally got me to read Boundaries by Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. John Townsend on December 16,
2016. And, listen to an audio recording of that book every day for the last two weeks of
December 2016. My Mom’s spirit guided me to pick up that book at her home on April 23, 2016,
but I never read it until last December. Reading it transformed my life, and I gave myself the gift
of healthy boundaries for Christmas 2016. Bob and other loved ones almost immediately noticed
me beaming with joy even though they had no idea I had changed my invisible, very subtle, yet
extremely profound boundaries.Turns out I never had a problem setting boundaries, but rather a
problem with shame and holding my breath to avoid feeling my shame-based emotions. All
along, I could easily set boundaries on behalf of others. But I felt incredibly unworthy to set
boundaries on my own behalf. Last summer, I released an ocean of shame with long purposeful
exhales as I struggled to write this book. That’s what finally empowered me to set boundaries on



my own behalf. Makes sense that my breathing rescued me from my shame; Brené Brown, an
expert on shame, speaks about the importance of minding your breathing in her book, Rising
Strong.Last summer, writing this book, I suffered from paralyzing emotional pain. Shame
clobbered me each and every time I sat down to write. Who was I to abandon the clan and
unleash my unique point of view on paper for the world to read? Who was I to feel worthy of
publishing a book? I also struggled with these questions: When is self-sacrifice a thinly
disguised form of shame corrupting my soul with an indelible sense of unworthiness, and when
is it an all-encompassing self-love that extends beyond myself to everyone and thing in the
universe to a cause worth dying for? How do I know when I’m sacrificing myself for the group out
of self-love versus self-loathing?Instead of writing my book, I spent the summer writing letters to
my mom asking for her guidance. And, more often than not, I just sat and prayed to her through
my breath, and sobbed as shame seeped out of my soul. Exhaled from my psyche questions to
my Mom. Received her wisdom by inhaling deeply into my heart and gut. Most of the time, I
never received an answer in words, but rather a sweet, serene being state that taught me to
mind my breath; check my gut, heart, and brain each and every time I wanted to sacrifice myself
for the group. Sometimes I’ll act out of hate. Sometimes I’ll act out of love. Only listening to my
breath will reveal the difference.I eventually wrote letters to my Mom clarifying my perspectives
on the virtues and mechanics of breathing. Then the day came when I needed to hand in pages
of my book to my writing group. Had nothing but my letters to my Mom, so I handed in some
letters. And was pleasantly surprised when my fellow writers enjoyed my letter format. That’s
when I decided to format my book as letters to my Mom. Reading these letters in order reveals
the story about my breath-based reconciliation with my Mom. You’re also invited to choose
letters that pique your interest and read them in a random order.Looking back over my life, I now
realize I could have spared my loved ones and myself an inordinate amount of suffering had I
learned to set boundaries sooner. Boundaries require the courage to breathe through my agony.
Hold myself together by breathing instead of hold my breath to numb my pain. All my problems
stemmed from or at the very least were aggravated by my lack of boundaries. I now see my
dissociative identity disorder, addictions, severe breath holding, and my 3,000-mile move away
from my family as poor substitutes for boundaries that I discuss in my book.Before sending you
off to read my book, I need to introduce the cast of characters I call my family. My husband Bob
is a California version of Simon Cowell; straightforward and brutally honest, softened by his
authentic compassion and sweet, irresistible scent. Bob always saw my light and love even
when it was buried under many, many layers of shame, hurt, and doubt. His unconditional love
washed away much of my emotional crud so the rest of the world could see my light and love. He
grew up in a family of seven children, five boys and two girls, along with countless aunts, uncles,
cousins, and family friends bestowed with the title of relatives. His family helped me update my
version of Irish Clan mentality and Catholicism that includes healthy, breath-based boundaries
and a deep appreciation for my Irish heritage. On top of Bob’s honesty, his loving kindness
restored my trust, boundaries, and faith in myself. And most importantly, our marriage enabled



me to reconcile with my Mom.Complicated doesn’t even begin to describe my relationship with
my Mom. It’s a messy tale of us crucifying each other emotionally and psychologically, and then,
seamlessly resurrecting each other despite 3,000 miles and death separating us. We mediated
our miraculous reconciliation and victory over shame through many breath-based activities
including: long-distance phone calls, meditation, praying together, singing lullabies, reading out
loud the writings of two great Catholic mystics, John O’Donohue and Thomas Merton, plain old
quietly breathing together, and me learning to “Breathe Write (Right) Now” as I wrote this
book.To me, my Mom is a mega-mom. Named for the Blessed Mother of Jesus, she gave birth
to 12 kids from 1956 to 1975. She took a break from birthing babies only in 1966 when she was
institutionalized after having eight kids in less than 10 years. She also mothered thousands of
other children and downtrodden folks through her social-work career. My Dad, Raymond Francis
Connors, taught high school in Bushwick, New York. He was a poet at heart who taught literature
and reading in a socioeconomically devastated, crime-ridden neighborhood. Someday I hope to
write a book in his honor. I often still wonder how my mystic mom and poet Dad managed to
raise 11 kids, all of whom graduated from college.Growing up, my siblings both saved and
walloped my ass. As a child, I was enmeshed with them. Now I feel somewhat estranged from
them. In 1984, the only way I could set a boundary was to move 3,000 miles away from them.
That move came at the dear price of losing close proximity and connection to my siblings. Now
I’m developing ways to visit them more regularly on top of all my texts and phone calls.I invite
you to read my book with the intent of transforming your relationship to your breath. Please look
out for respiratory recipes to soothe and fortify yourself in times of trouble or need. May you be
inspired to rescue yourself by exhaling fully instead of relying on your favorite vices.
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Snow Leopard, “Overcoming great obstacles, so honest along with loving, an "inspiration". I
know the author as Natazha. I was in the same Tom Bird writing retreat. All of us attending
heard her sobbing as she started the writing of this book, her mother having died just a week or
so before. I admit I wondered whether anything readable could come out of such an emotional
mess. This thought is really about me and where I was. I did not understand the power of
looking every pain and hurt so clearly in the face. After seeing her again a few weeks ago, I
could not believe the difference in her countenance, in her being really. I realized a tremendous
amount of healing had been accomplished in a short time. So I took up the reading of this book.
Tender, honest, and deeply illustrative of the strength of the human spirit, the desire to be whole,
and the willingness to overcome whatever must be overcome in order to live a more fulfilling life.
Well-written. To say well=written is about the highest compliment. It's appeal does not trade on
the emotions. Because it could have but instead of wallowing in emotions, we soar to seeing life
from a higher perspective. This book affected me a lot and sometimes I had to lay the book
down and take a few days before I was ready to take it up again. I wonder if I can ever be as
honest.  I hope so.  Thank you, Natazha.  I wish you the best.”

M Elizabeth, “A stunning, raw and REAL read.. Rescued by My Breath

  
  
Natazha has managed to find a way to weave the shame and suffering she felt her whole life
into not only a wonderful self-healing story but a little bit of a how-to for the rest of us. After
reading this, you'll realize how much you hold yourself back: by other's expectations, by your
own shame or even by holding your breath (seriously you voluntarily stop breathing sometimes,
it's a bizarre habit!).After reading Natazha's moving and personal letters to her mother, I am
ABSOLUTELY getting this book for my own mom, who was the youngest of 4 and has told me
she too felt she knew her mom (my grandmother) better in death than in life.”

Joan Kilgen, “Five Stars. Rescued by my Breath is filled with wisdom! Thank you Dr. O'Connor.”

Michaeleen, “Discombobulated, my being.. You used this word and the only other person I know
who used this word was my mother. Stirred my soul, will need to discuss with another person, in



order to get back to center.”

FreedomFighter, “I’ve been plagued by shame around the dysfunctional and toxic .... I’ve been
plagued by shame around the dysfunctional and toxic relationship with my mother. Books and
therapy seemed to deepen my people-pleasing.In “Rescued by my Breath”, Dr. O’Connor invites
us to stop poisoning ourselves with stress, unhealthy habits, and lack of boundaries with her
Lifestyle Medicine practices. Medicating with our breath, we are courageous enough to be true
to ourselves and live fulfilling and meaningful lives.This powerfully unique book inspires wisdom,
support, and peace to forgive – regardless of the relationship outcome.”

The book by Natazha Raine O'Connor has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided
feedback.
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